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This mega-collection of 185 crostics is culled from out-of-print books in the popular Simon &

Schuster crostics series.
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If you have to go to work tomorrow, don't open this book after 10 p.m. You may be awake 'til the

a.m. hours! These crostics are challenging and fun for the word puzzle lover who likes to go a step

beyond crosswords to solve a quote and author puzzle. There are even a few cryptic acrostics - a

triple treat!

The pages were not scored (as stated in the book), and they cannot be torn off as the puzzles are

finished, without ripping them out. Also, the print is extremely small and sometimes hard to read.

I love the crostics in this book! They're hard enough to keep me engaged, but I rarely have to give

up on one of them. My only complaint is that the print of the text is often not clear enough for me.

Numbers like 6 and 8 aren't clear, and letters like Q and O are hard to distinguish--so I have to be

extra careful when doing the puzzles. They are challenging and interesting enough to keep me

involved regardless of the printing difficulties.

Not very happy with the format of this book. Numerous pages are blurry and the font is way too

small. I prefer Dell Acrostic but wanted to try something new. What a disappointment!!! I will not



purchase again.

I was so excited to have a whole book of crostics but this seems to be written for people who know

lots of specific British history and literature! I've got a post-graduate degree but still had to give up

on almost all of the clues - I guess next time I'll pay more attention to where a puzzle book

originates.

I love crostics and challenging ones are really hard to find any more, so I was delighted when I saw

this, which I guess is out of print now. It came promptly and in great shape. Very happy with my

purchase.

I enjoy all my acrostic books.When I was very sick many years ago, they saved my sanity. I would

sit at my kitchen table. In the middle of the night and do my acrostics until I could take my next pain

medicine.You have no idea how much they helped.

I received this book today and saw a $10 price on the cover. I was charged $23.95! Also, it says on

the cover, "Easy to use perforated pages". Not true. I tried to carefully remove a page and it tore off

raggedly. Now I guess I cannot return it. I noticed the clues are very difficult, and i've been doing

crostics for years. I feel like I was scammed and lied to. I made a $23.95 mistake, (plus inflated

postage charges).. I will never buy another product from Simon & Schusters again!
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